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Two molecular dynamics studtes are made of lsomerlzatlon dynamrcs of lz-butane dissolved m hquld CC14 and m a r&ud 
matrl\ Rate constants for the gauche T= tram Isomerlzatlon. determmed from the long-time behavior of renctwe flux, differ 
conslderably from transItIon state theory Reactive fluxes (and rates) for the lrquld and ngtd matrL\ agree, ehmmatmg WS- 

1. Introduction 

Reactlon dynanucs m hqulds Involve fundamental- 
ly lfferent processes than m gases. Because molecules 
undergomg a chemical transformation are m contmu- 
ous mteractlon with nelghbonng solvent molecules, 
the motions of the reactant, product and solvent mole- 
cules are iughly correlated, and “cage” or “paclung 
effects” may be very Important. Although much 
talked about, these cage effects are not understood 
at the microscopic level. 

To better understand reaction dynamics m liquids 
we have chosen to study, by computer experiment, 
the sunple isomenzation reaction 

CH3 
\ 2”‘: CH3,cH 

CH,-CH, 2 
_cH 

kz_ 
(gauche) 

” 

(trans) .CH, 

m wfuch n-butane undergoes a gauche-trans Isomen- 
zahon. The stage for this work is set by our previous 
molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo studies of n- 
butane in hquid Ccl, [l]. The basic thrust of that 
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study was to show how solvent packing shafts the pan- 
tlon of equlhbnum towards the gauche state. An im- 
portant aspect of that work was the determmatlon of 
the reversible work required to change the molecular 
conformaUon from the trans state (‘p = 0) to a con- 
formation wrth a given tied& angle @ Thus work, 
W(o), 1s the free energy change for the process, and is 
called the “potential of mean torsion” It contams the 
energy and entropy changes that accompany the con- 
formation change - changes that come m part from 
the reorgaruzation of the solvent around the molecule. 
Havmg a quantltatlve determination of iv(#) enables 
us to determine the transition state theory rate con- 
stant for the reaction and to compare thus with the 
exact result conung from the full molecular dynamics 
simulation described here. 

Lquld state reactions are often treated by stochas- 
ttc theones In aomenzation reactions the problem is 
to descnbe how a reaction coordmate moves over 
energy barners separating the stable conformational 
states of the molecule. In a liqtud it 1s usually assumed 
that interactlons mth the solvent molecules are so 
frequent and so strong that the reaction coordmate 
executes a small step random walk (diffusion process) 
over the barrier. The resultmg rate constants depend 
on the barner heights as well as on the curvature of 
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the mtramolecular potentral, and hydrodynamic pa- 
rameters such as the vlscoslty One of the slmphfymg 
features of ths approach IS that itzertlal effects (i e., 
effects associated \wvlth the free mtramolecular mo- 
tion between strong solvent mteractlons) are Ignored. 
This approach IS in marked contrast to transItIon state 
theory according to which the rate constants are pro- 
portional to the equdibrium population of the mole- 
cules at the barrier heights and are independent of dy- 
narmcal parameters such as the vlscoslty 

The molecular dynanucs study represented here 
allows us to test these Ideas. We compare the reachon 
dynanucs of n-butane dissolved m a sunple hquld 
chosen to model carbon tetrachlonde, and m a rigid 
but random envlronrnent The difference between the 
two simulations IS that III the fluid the solvent mole- 
cules are free to move whereas m the rigd envlron- 
ment they are “frozen”. The particles and the mlt~al 
configurations for the liquid and ngld are Identical. 
We find that the reacbve fluxes for these two systems 

are very simdar and in fact cannot be dlstmguished 
from each other to within the error bars. Thus the 
rate constants cannot depend on the “solvent vlscosi- 
ty”, because UI the fluld, q IS firute, whereas m the 
ngid environment It IS Indeterminate. Had we not per- 
formed the compantive simulation v&h the n@d en- 
vlronment, and had we only made comparisons on the 
basis of rate constants, we could have convinced our- 
selves that the Kramer’s small step diffusion model 
wth the vlscoslty of simulated Ccl4 was vahd. 

2. Molecular modeling and methodology 

In ths study, the system contams 122 Ccl, mole- 
cules - each represented by a single Lennard-Jones 
sphere and contams one butane molecule represented 
by a cham of four interconnected Lennard-Jones 
spheres (representing methyl groups). The potential 
model is gwen schematically m fig. 1. The masses 
adopted and the parameterizatlon of the mtermolecu- 
lar potentials are described m ref. [I]. 

The n-butane molecule IS perhaps the sunplest non- 
polar molecule which undergoes 2 trans-gauche ISO- 
menzatlon. If we label the n-butane molecule sequen- 
tially, the reactlon coordmate for tius transformation 
IS the lhedral angle, 4, between the plane containmg 
carbons 1,2,3 and the plane contaming carbons 2,3,4. 

INTERACTIONS 

-SOLVENT 

n-BUTANE 
MOLECULE 

c 
=2 

4 k 
Ql 

I 

(3928.84OK I (5 278.373OKl 

(5. ‘,a) 
(4 60A, 177’K) 

FIN 1 Potential model for #r-butane III CCb. The Lennard- 
Jones spheres are drawn to scale The mterxtion between 
the (CH,z) sates on the butane and the CCL spheres xe grven 
by ;! L J 12-6 potenttal with aI2 = 4 60 A and El2 = 177 K(. 

The potential energy for the isolated molecule IS 
taken to be 

3 

+ + K, c (cos e,+l,, - cos 0,)’ (1) 
1=L 

The first krI’I& v,(e), corresponds to the potential of 
the reactive degree of freedom. This IS taken to be the 
potential fitted to experiments by Scott and Scheraga 
[2] and, more recently, by Ryckaert and Bellemans 
[3], and given by eq (5) in ref. [ I] _ For our purpose 
a plot of vb(@) IS shown in fig. 2. The second and 
tird terms m eq. (1) specify a harmonic model for 
the stretchmg of the C-C bonds and the bending of 
the C-C-C bond angles. The harmomc force con- 
stants are taken to be Kb = 3.5 X lo7 J/nm2 mole. 
Ke = 1.8 X lo5 J/ mole and the equilibrium bond 
lengths and bond angles are 6, = 1.53 Aand 0,= 109”28’ 
respectively. These are the values used by Helfand and 
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Weber m their stochastic molecular dynamics studies 
of n-alkanes [4,5]. 

Molecular dynamics simulations involve the brute 
force solution of the classrcal equations of motron of 
solute plrts solvent SubJect to the whole system being 
in some imtial microscopic state. Were we to start 
with n-butane m erther the gauche or trans state, it 
would librate in these states before gaming enough 
energy from the solvent to surmount the energy bar- 
ner that separates the gauche and tram states (cf. 
fig. 2). Thus much tune would be wasted on non- 
reactive dynarmcs. The strategy adopted here IS to 
start with a set of “transition state configuratrons” 
of molecule plus solvent and to follow the trajecto- 
ries for each of these starting pomts. We then calcu- 
late the reactive flux. 

k(t) = 2(~(0)~(#(0) + f $&@(t))) - (2) 

Here Cp(O), d(t) and (J(0) respectively denote the dt- 
hedr$ angle at the imttal tune 0 and at a time t later 
and @p(O) IS the initial dihedral velocity. HT(@(f)) is 
so defined that 

SOLVENT EFFECTS ON CONFORMATION 

Fxg 2. The mtramofecuku potent4 ofn-butane IS gwen by 
&he Scott-Scherega potential prctured above in umts of kT 
at room temperature The reactive degree of freedom IS the 
dshedral angle Gp- 

f+(t) = 1, -+<cp(t)<$r; 

=; 0, otherwcie . (3) 

Only those trajectorres contribute to eq. (2) for whtch 
the butane is initially at the transitron state #T = -fn 
(because of the delta function) and which at time t 
are to be found m the trans well- This reactive flux 
has several mterestmg properties [6,7]. 

~~o$(r) = kTST 9 (4) 

where kTsT is the reactive flux m the transrtton state 
theory approxrmatron and the forward (gauche to 
trams) rate constant in that approximation isxilkTST, 
where x 1s the mole fraction of the gauche conformer. 

The $ateau value of k(t), should it exrst, gtves the 
forward rate constant, 

k, = xi ’ kplat . (9 

Thus k(t)/kTST measures the fractional error m tran- 
srtion state theory. Its plateau value is the transmrs- 
sron coefficient. From (2) and (4) the transrtron state 
rate constant IS found to be 

kTsr = (I&>‘S(-:n) , (6) 

where S(G) is the probabrhty distnbuhon of finding 
the confomxatzon 4 (LII this case q5 = --in). and the 

pruned brackets, ( I’, mdicate the equi~brrum aver- 
age wrth # constrained to the transition state. As men- 
tioned earlier we have already determined S(g) m a 
previous paper [ 11, and can thus determine knT. 

The irutial conlttons for the MD snnulatron were 
chosen in the following manner. The solvent particles 
were placed on a 5 X 5 X 5 simple cubrc lattrce m a 
cubic box with periodtc boundarxes. The volume of 
the box was chosen so that the dimensionless solvent 
densrty rspoi = 0.9375, which IS appropriate for the 
hquid at 1 atm pressure and room temperature. Three 
solvent particles near the center of the box were re- 
moved and the four methyl particles of the butane 
molecule were placed in the vacated space in such a 
way that the dihedral angle of n-butane is (PT = -+n, 
and the bond lengths and bond angles were given their 
eqtuhbrium values. A force-bras Monte Carlo snnula- 
tion was then carried out on the system wth the con- 
straint that the dihedral angle remained fied at rts 
transition state value * = -! ‘IT. AlI other degrees of 
freedom are allowed to change. 
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Starting wrth the lattrce configuratron with the bu- 
tane at the center, the system was equrlrbrated for 
1000 passes at a temperature of T = 300 K. The Monte 
Carlo run was then contmued for 3200 passes. The 
configuration after every 100 passes was saved. Smce 
the mean squared displacements rapidIy became hnear, 
the run was continued for 680 more passes and every 
tenth configuratron was saved. Thus m all, 100 “mde- 
pendent” trartsltion state cotzfigZuat!otls were gener- 
ated 

The soivent partrcle momenta were sampled from 
the Maxwell dlstnbutlon functron wrth T = 300 K. 
The momenta of the methyl groups on n-butane were 
rmportance sampied as follows. Because the drhedrai 
veiocrty, (I;(O) can be expressed in terms of the carte- 
swan velocities {&(O)} of the four methyl groups as 
f&O)=92 * t=I al ({X, (O)))X, (0), the reactrve flux can 
be expressed as 

IIere 0(X) is the unit step function and I’ denotes a 

potnt tn phase space. The k(t) involves 24 mtegrals. 
For each mtegral one must sample the phase points 
from a grven e”( r>. From the deftnttlon of P:)(r), 
rt is clear that the configurations should be sampled 
from 6(@ - @T) exp(-$Y). Thrs JS done by the force- 
bias Monte Carlo scheme. It is &o clear that the car- 
tesran velocrtres are to be sampled from zr 8(L%r) X 
exp(-_PT). Each of the 24 mtegrais are evaluated by 
samphng (100 mdependent configurations) X(3 ve- 
Iocrty samplings per configuration) for a total of 
3 X 100 X 24 = 7200 trajectories. 

Each “transition state configuratron” and each sam- 
phng of the momenta defines an inrtial microscopic 
state. The equatrons of motion of the total system 
(n-butane molecule pfus 122 CCI, molecules) were 
mtegrated usmg the Verlet algorithm.. The trme ste 
of the integration isO. r,where r = (ml o:/el) l/t . 
Here, ml, ol, and ei are the mass, diameter and well 
depth of the solvent molecules. Thus for each transr- 
tion configuratron, many trajectories of length t = 

0.7-r were generated, each corresponding to a differ- 
ent momentum sampling. A totai of 7200 trajectories 
were used to evaluate k(t). 

Havmg chosen the 100 rmtial configurations and 
the mitral momentum, two sets of trajectories were 
generated, one for the fuII system m which soIvent 
plus soiute IS allowed to move, and one in whrch the 
solvent is frozen m each mitral configuration. Thus, 
two systems are srmulated. aj&ad syste!n, and a ran- 
dortz ngrd elrvirotmzetzt . 

3. Results and discussion 

The ratro of k(t)/kTsT is pfotted in fig. 3. This 
quantity clearly decays on two time scales. There is 
a rapid mrtral decay followed by a long time decay, 
or plateau region. The existence of thrs region impIies 
[6,7 ] that the lmear rate law of chemicaI kmetrc phe- 
nomenology describes the system at times Iong com- 
pared to the mitraI decay time; that is 

(7) 

where fig(t) and Nt(t) are the average numbers of 
gauche and trans molecules at trme t and k, and kb 
are the rate constants_ ft IS a srmple ntltter to show 
that if uilimoIecuIar phenomenology IS correct, then 
after a short tune the normalized reactive flux k(t)/ 

k(C)+) should behave as Xe-flT_ where r,‘, = k,+k, 
is the kmetrc reIaxation tune and X s r&‘,/(rTz)-’ 
where TST designates the transitron state value of 

-’ *run- rKsz can be computed using (rz!T)-’ = 
(x,&-lk(O+) and evaluatmg k(W) from eq. (6). 

The simuIation results for k(t)fk(O+) are fitted by 
the functron 

k(t)/k(O+) = (I- A) eSklr + Xe-k2t , Go 

where X - k2rTGT_ Best fits were obtamed by varying 
k, and k2 while fwng rTsT ,.,u, at a value that was catcu- 
Iated rndependent of any dynamics. This value of 
rTs requrres the knowledge of the drhedral distribu- 
tion functron, S(#), for fIexrbIe butane m our CC&- 
Iike solvent (cf. eq. (2)). S(q), for rigid butane in the 
same solvent was calculated in ref. [l] _ From this 
value of S(G) one obtains the distnbution for flexible 
butane usmg Frxman’s theorem as discussed in ref. ES]. 
Values for I/rmT and best fit values for k, and kz = 

‘/rrxn are hste?m table 1. 
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FLUID 

!CS 

= STOCHRSTIC OINRHICS 

0 HOLECW.RR tlrNRMtC51 FL"lD 

A WOLECULRR OINRnICSr 'GLOSS' 

Ftg 3.The reacttve flux drvtded by its tntttalvalue (theTST 
value) as a functton of hme The data for the stochastrc dynam- 
tcs (a = 0 2 x 10 l3 s-t), the fhnd and rigid matrtx (“glass”) sys- 
tems are plotted along with theu best fit of these curves to a 
sum of two exponentrats (see text). The dlscontrnuIty m the 
graph for the fhxrd system at 1.3 ps is due to the dtfference m 
stattsttcs, t e , the first half IS averaged over 7200 trajectortes 
yreldmg error bars of -+O 04 fumtless), whtle the second half ’ 
contams the e\tcnston of only the fist 480 trajectorres wrth 
error bars of *_O.l For the “‘glass” plot. error bars are about 
+O 04 for all pomts The stochasttc dynamrc result IS also dts- 
contmuous rn rts statrsttcs, before 0 6 ps, 10000 tratectorres 
are used, whtie after 0 6 ps only 2200 trqectorres are used, 
peldtng error bars of 50 01 and *O 025 respecttvely. In the 
mset the fluid graph rs agam shown but tms ttme compared 
\vach the h@ fnctson dynnnuc results (,$. = 0 96 x 1O-p pfs 

which was avenged over 10 000 trajectories wtth error bars 
0f'001. 

Table 1 

Rrgzd envuonment Fiutd 

l/r=2 20x 1o”s-’ 2.0 x 10’1 s-r 

l/r, 054x rotts-’ 070x iotts-t 

kl 5 8 x lOI s-t 7.1 x 10’2 s-t 

x = rt..&~_)-t 0.276 0 361 

The deviatton of X G rA/(rTST -’ - ) from unity 
shows that there are constderable devratrons from 
tr~sltion state theory. Thus is entirely expected. More 
than 50% of the trajectories rapidly recross the transi- 
tton state due to tnteractrons wrth the solvent. In fact 
h could be regarded as a “transmrssion coeffictent” 
over the barner. 

It IS of Merest to compare molecular dynanucs m 
the flurd to predtctiona of the hqh vtscoslty (small 

step chffusion) Kmmers theory_ To do this we assume 
that each of the four spheres (representing the CH3 
and Cl-J2 groups) experience a hydrodyn~tc drag 
specrfied by the same friction constant and we further 
assume that there IS no hydrodynamtc interaction be- 
tween the spheres. Thrs fraction constant IS related to 
the translattonal self-diffusion constant of the n-butane 
molecule by 5; = kT/4D (a result found from the free 
drainmg lurut) A browman dynamics stmulatron was 
carned out for ,zbutane m whrch the four spheres ex- 
penence a fluctuatmg force wiuch is consistent (through 
the second ffuctuatron dtssipatron theorem) wth the 
frrctton constant used. The plateau value of the reac- 
ttve flux, X,was thus computed as a function of 5 and 
tt was found that (91 for c > 3.5 X 10Mg g/s, 

h = i(Oo.65 + 0 03) X 1O-g &] c-l . (99) 

Ths IS the high frtctron non-lne~iai regime of the 
Fokker-Planck theory; that IS, It IS the Kramers small 
step diffuston theory of the reaction rate. 

To estrmate 5 we apply Stokes law wrth shp bound- 
ary condrttons* 

~=27hJo. (10) 

Here u IS the dxlameter of the spheres representmg the 
CH, groups (3 92 A for our model of n-butane) and 
n IS the shear viscostty of the solvent. For the Len- 
nardJones fluid at the temperature and denstty of 

ourslmulatlon [ll].q= 05 &-It should benoted 

that real hqurd CC14 has a vlscoslty close to 1 cP.Th 
hgher value IS due to the translation rotation coupling 
present m the molecular fluid but absent III the 
simple Lennard-Jones model of our srmulatton 1121. 
The Lennard-Jones value of n yrelds 5 = 1.2 X 10Wg 
g/s, a value outside the asymptotic hrgh friction hmit 

* Recent work on molecular hydrodynamtcs shows that shp 
rather than stick boundary condtttons apply to small mole- 
cules See ref. [IO]. 
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grven by eq. (9). If we use thrs estrmate of < rn eq (9) 
we find 

(~~~~/~Tsr)~~.~rs = 0 5 - (11) 

Thrs result IS close enough to the stmulation result of 
0.36 to suggest that the Kramers theory mrght be an 
adequate representatron of the dynamrcs. In fact, rf 
5‘ 1s set equal to 

{=096X iO-yg/s, (12) 

the Kramers small step diffusion model gives the reac- 
We flux shown in the inset of fig. 3 (labelled high 
frrction dynarrucs). For thrs value of c, it can be seen 
from thrs figure that the plateau values and thereby 
the rate constants are m agreement. Unfortunately rt 
can also be seen that the reactrve fluxes themselves 
are rn complete drsagreement We are thus forced to 
conclude that the small step drffusron mode1 does not 
represent the observed Isomerization dynamrcs. Fur- 
ther, rt should noted from fig 3 that the reactrve flux 
for the reaction u-r the rigrd envrronment IS the same 
as that for the flurd (to within expenmental error). 
Here there IS no solvent vrscosrty. The solvent rs fro- 
zen and has no momentum transport. The simdanty 
of the relaxation in fhrid and the glass-hke system 
shows that VISCOUS contmuum model for rsomerrza- 
tron rn our system 1s not valid. 

in the ngtd en~ronment, the colhsions of the meth- 
yl partrcles wrth the rrgrdiy fied solvent molecules 
enables momentum and energy to be transferred be- 
tween various intramolecular modes and particularly 
from and to the reactrve mode. No energy IS trans- 
ferred to or from the solvent. The solvent merely pro- 
vrdes a crystal field couphng of the internal degrees 
of freedom The molecular matron in the short-ranged 
forces of the solvent cage gwes nse to colhsional pulses 
ofcouplmgs between the different internal degrees of 
freedom- In a one-dimensional model, the “reaction 
coordrnate colhsion rate” wrh be an effective rate, 
that rs, rt wrll be dependent on the efficrency of the 
colhsron to cause energy transfer between the reactive 
modes and the other modes. It IS of mterest to see 
whether a srrnple colhsional model can describe the 
dynamrcs in the fluid and m the rigid matrrx. Recent- 
ly, the effectrve dynamrcs model used by Montgomery 
et al. [6] has been extended to n-butane [9]. Each 
sate on the n-butane molecuIe undergoes thermahzirrg 
cohisrons with a colhsion rate cy. Frg. 3 shows that the 
reactrve flux of thrs model can be fit to the molecular 

dynamrcs results rf the colhsron rate IS taken to be 

(Y = 0.2 x 1ot3s-1 _ (13) 

This colhsron rate IS m accord with estimates of the 
gas kmetx rate, mdrcating the collisions with the in- 
drvrdual sites are effectrve wrth respect to momentum 
and energy transfer to the reactron coordinate. OF 
course thrs colhsion model IS overly simplified. It rg- 
n~res correlation, m coIt~stonal events, the stmcture 
of the fluid, etc. Nevertheless, we regard this result as 
berng of some Interest. 

It Is important to note that our simulations involve 
a solvent wrth large mass and a solute of small mass 

rrkH, JOWL, = O-II_ Thus the solvent molecules move 
slowly compared to the solute. It is for thus reason 
that ngrd matrrx srmulatron might be expected to be 
m rough agreement wrth the flurd sunulatron. In the 
case of iess massrve solvent molecules, the agreement 
might not be observed. Nevertheless, our srmulatton 
serves to point to the weakness of viscous continuum 
models or molecular hydrodynamic models for the 
reactive and energy transfer processes. It also hurts at 
a possrble theorettcal approach to the computatton of 
rate constants. 

A word of caution is necessary at thisJuncture. In 
the random ngrd environment, rt is expected that in 
each solvent configuratlon there wll be a well-defied 
reactive flux. At long ttmes thrs flux w& decay as 
&2({X})Se-“2(tXl)‘, where kz(fX)) IS the kinetrc rate 
constant (I 1~~~) for that partrcular configuration of 
solvent molecules. Thus the long time flux for the 
whole set of confi 
(k.,({xj) e-ka({x rr), where the average IS taken E” 

ratrons should behave hke 

over the con~gu~tional dtstribution functionp({X)) 
of the rrgrd envtronment. Thrs can be developed in a 
cumulant expansion glvmg 

k(t) + (k2 > exp(-l-2 - nV/2! + _ .) , (9 

where 

r = lk;)J(k$, A2 = lk;)l(k2) - (<k;)J(k,Q2 _ (15) 

Clearly for the giass-I&e system, the reactrve flux wrll 
be exponential at long tunes only rf the ~stnbu~on 
of relaxation rates IS very narrow (sharp). In general, 
the flux wrll be non-exponential and the usual linear 
phenomenology should not be valid; that is, the usual 
rate constants cannot be defined. In the hrrut where 
the dlst~butio~ rs uniform, the reactive flux will de- 

cay as powers t-l. 
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